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Chapter 6. Problem Solving Environment *

6.1. Introduction

In the previous chapters we have introduced step by step, with increasing complexity, various models, implementations and numerical results of processes involved in Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition resulting in what we called a 'Virtual Reactor'. In this chapter we describe an integrated, flexible environment to support such virtual reactors over distributed computer systems.

There is a clear trend in modeling and simulation away from rigid simulation codes treating a specific fixed aspect, towards more sophisticated flexible problem-solving environments (PSEs) [1] because, as W.D. Hillis (MIT, 1982) puts it: ‘Progress in natural science comes from taking things apart, progress in computer science comes from bringing things together’. These environments are widely considered to be an essential emerging technology with high impact across all fields of science and engineering. PSEs are crucial to successfully address all kinds of multidisciplinary problems, where vast amounts of distributed data need to be managed and processed to discover patterns and knowledge contained within it [2]. Various research groups and scientific software companies subscribe to the relevance of these fully integrated simulators (like the Virtual Reactor) [3].

A PSE provides a complete integrated software environment for composing, compiling, running, controlling and visualizing applications in a specific area. It incorporates many features of an expert system through which it provides extensive assistance to users [4]. Processing, visualization and integration of information from various sources play an increasingly important role in science and engineering. These sources can be widely distributed, and the computational requirements can be highly variable, both in the type of resources required and the processing demands put upon these systems. Grid technology as integrating middleware is a major cornerstone of today’s PSEs [5]. By offering a unified means of access to different and distant computational and instrumental resources, it brings unprecedented possibilities and benefits. Connectivity between distant locations, interoperability between different kinds of systems and resources, and high levels of computational performance are some of the most promising characteristics of the Grid. Grid technology provides dedicated support such as strong security, distributed storage capacity, and high throughput over long distance networks. Besides these immediate benefits, the computational resources of the Grid provide the required performance for large-scale simulations and complex visualization and collaborative environments, which are expected to become of major importance to many areas of computational physics. The Globus project [6,7] is perhaps the best-known example of the core software implementation of these Grid functionalities.

* Parts of this chapter were published in [24-27]
The importance of Grid-based PSE research and applications is recognized by international research foundations such as the European Science Foundation (Euresco) through the ESF-PSE initiative, and the NSF initiative on PSEs in the USA. PSEs are becoming the key technology to facilitate full exploitation of the unprecedented computational power offered by the Grid revolution [8]. Researchers are investigating many ideas to make this vision reality [9-12].

Recently, lots of efforts have been invested in developing Component Based Environments such as CCA [13], H2O [14], Mocca [15] and ProActive [16]. The concept of common component architectures is a promising approach to build PSE’s due to features like light-weighted software components, support for dynamic behavior, scalability, etc. This approach can be beneficially applied for defining interoperable and reusable simulation models that can be automatically arranged into distributed interactive applications [17]. The advantages of these component technologies were used while building the Virtual Reactor PSE that is discussed in this thesis. Integration in to a Grid based PSE was done through the use of CrossGrid middleware [18] and previously developed interactive simulation and visualization tools developed for CrossGrid applications [19-21]. The PSE considered here is generic in that it can handle High Performance Computing (HPC) applications (one parameter setting calculated as fast as possible) as well as High Throughput Computing (HTC) (sweeping various parameter settings) applications and supports interactivity.

Within the CrossGrid team there is a focus on the development of Grid middleware components, tools and applications with a special focus on parallel and interactive computing. Interaction in this context, refers to the presence of a human in a processing loop, and a requirement for near real-time response from the computer system. The CrossGrid testbed largely benefits from the DataGrid [22] experience in testbed setup and Globus [7] middleware distributions.

As a design template, we used a generic architecture for research in e-Science, see [23], where ‘information systems integrate available data with data from specialized instruments into distributed repositories and computational models are executed using the integrated data, providing large quantities of model output data, which is mined and processed in order to extract useful knowledge’.

The next sections describe the Virtual Reactor architecture, its most relevant components, the functionalities and the implementation into the Grid software.

### 6.2. Virtual Reactor Architecture

#### 6.2.1. General description of the application components

The Virtual Reactor PSE includes the basic application components (modules) for the reactor geometry design; computational mesh generation; plasma, flow and chemistry simulation; editors of chemical processes and gas properties connected to the corresponding databases; pre- and postprocessors, visualization and data archiving modules. In addition to the application components we have the Grid middleware ‘components’ to support distributed simulations on the Grid. From the perspective of the Virtual Reactor PSE, the
Grid middleware can be considered as a set of ‘components’ that provide transparent access to the Grid resources and services.

In order to make the system user-friendly we need to hide the complexity of the underlying components. For that we have developed an advanced graphical user interface (GUI) that seamlessly integrates the disparate modules into one transparent user environment, which is presented to the user via a Web-interface and a Grid portal [24]. The architecture supports interaction on various levels: interaction with the workflow through the user interface, interactive visualization, control over the simulation processes and interactive job control on the middleware level.

The Virtual Reactor application components and their interdependencies are sketched in Fig. 6.1. It’s important to note that there are in fact 5 solvers that were described in the previous chapters (1D and 2D plasma, 1D, 2D and 3D flow) that can be used in different combinations depending on the level of detail required.

![Virtual Reactor application components and their interdependencies](image)

**Fig. 6.1. Virtual Reactor application components and their interdependencies**

The arrows in Fig. 6.1 indicate some of the interdependencies of the components. For instance, the solvers for plasma and reactive flow simulations use as input data:

- the description of the physical and chemical properties created by the editor components;
- parameters of the PECVD processes (like sticking probabilities of the species);
- the generated computational mesh;
- computational parameters (e.g. Courant number, numerical scheme parameters, number of processors for parallel computing, etc.).

The results of the simulations can be stored via an archiving component and retrieved later for comparison with new computational experiments. All the components are
stand-alone modules that can be used separately or in various arrangements in other studies. They are platform-independent and can be compiled and run on any operating system using public-domain compilers and libraries. Some of the most relevant components will be described below.

6.2.2. User interface components

The GUI allows setting up a workflow that describes the problem to be simulated, sets the reactor and computational parameters, controls the simulation process, visualizes and analyzes the simulation results, and gives access to the databases and result archives. An advanced visualization system provides a graphical representation of the results in real-time or postponed mode on different visualization systems. The GUI was implemented with the use of C/C++ and a platform independent GTK+ graphic library [28] as well as the Glade user interface builder [29].

To provide remote access to the Virtual Reactor, a Web interface was developed, using standard client-server technology. For this interface, we created HTML pages, Java applets, JavaScripts and CGI scripts. This system, like a local GUI, provides full control over the simulations. Fig. 6.2 shows some screenshots of the user interfaces described above.

![Graphical user interface, stand-alone and Web-based versions.](image-url)
6.2.3. Chemistry and gas editors components

The Chemistry Editor component provides access to the database of chemical elements, species and reactions, and allows selecting a set of chemical processes for building a customized chemistry model. The verification system incorporated into the module checks the balance of chemical elements in each new reaction introduced by the user, verifies the correctness of the reaction set and removes chemical species (and correspondent reactions) which have a zero net balance. Finally, the module generates a set of differential equations describing the chemical kinetics based on the system of reactions selected by the user from the database.

The Gas Properties Editor provides access to the database of physical properties of gases and facilitates the introduction of new species into the user chemistry model. One of the important features of this Gas Editor is that it can suggest (based on the available kinetic data) approximate values of the specific heat of formation, the dependency of the specific heat capacity on temperature, and the Lenard–Jones potential parameters for unknown species of higher silanes (Si₃H₅₄ with n, m > 5). Fig. 6.3 shows some screenshots of these two editors.

![Chemistry and Gas Properties Editors](image)

**Fig. 6.3. Chemistry and Gas Properties Editors**

6.2.4. Visualization components

Different visualization systems were studied and developed for visual analysis of the results. First a commercial package Amtec Tecplot [30] was used. Although it satisfied
most of the basic needs for results visualization, it lacks the flexibility to adjust and incorporate it into some other environment. To overcome this, a Java-based multi-purpose visualizer [24] was developed and incorporated into the Virtual Reactor. This component performs all essential functions of visualizing 2D and 3D objects and variable scalar and vector fields (e.g. density, pressure, temperature, species mass fractions, velocity vectors, etc.). A distinctive feature of the visualizer is that it is specially adapted to the multi-block computational meshes used for complex geometry simulations. For time-dependent simulations, the visualizer provides an option of creating animations. A screenshot of this visualizer is shown in Fig. 6.4.

![Java visualizer](image)

**Fig. 6.4. Java visualizer**

Another visualization component supports advanced 3D Virtual Reality for a wide range of visualization systems: a personal computer, the virtual reality DRIVE, the 3D immersive environment CAVE and the Personal Space Station, without the actual need to

![Virtual reality interaction](image)

**Fig. 6.5. Virtual reality interaction on the DRIVE visualization front-end of the Virtual Reactor**
change the code [31,32]. The 3D immersive visualization system was developed based on the VTK and the CaveLib libraries. The DRIVE System uses Immersive Projection Technology with one large screen, active stereo with shutter glasses, electromagnetic tracking and multi-modal interaction devices. A snapshot of visualization on the DRIVE is shown in Fig. 6.5.

6.2.5. Grid middleware components

The Virtual Reactor PSE integrates the application components described above with the previously developed interactive simulation environment [32,33], using the common component technology [9] and Grid middleware. This is schematically shown in Fig. 6.6. The Grid middleware is based on the CrossGrid and the DataGrid testbeds [18,22] which use Globus distributions. The CrossGrid testbed shares resources across sixteen European sites [18]. The sites range from relatively small computing facilities in universities to large computing centers. National research networks and the multi-gigabit pan-European network Geant [34], assure interconnectivity between all sites. The actual network used for the Virtual Reactor, includes a local step inside the university via Fast or Gigabit Ethernet, a jump via a national network provider at speeds that range from 34 Mbit/s to 622 Mbit/s or even Gigabit to the national node, and a link to the Geant network at 155 Mbit/s to 2.5 Gbit/s.

![Virtual Reactor Application components]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supporting Tools</th>
<th>Grid Portal &amp; Migrating Desktop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applications Development Support</td>
<td>MPICH-G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App. Spec Services</td>
<td>Interactive Session Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Services</td>
<td>Scheduling Agents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6.6. The architecture of the Virtual Reactor application and Grid middleware components. The top hexagon indicates all the application components described in the subsections above. (1) Yellow: CrossGrid components, (2) Blue: Globus components (3) Red: DataGrid components. For more detailed description of this architecture see [23] and references in there.
A key component of the used Grid architecture is the Grid portal and the Migrating Desktop (MD) as its front-end [18]. The MD was implemented as a Web-based (programmed with Java and JavaScript) user interface for application management, grid and job monitoring, data and metadata management. It includes an authentication mechanism and advanced grid tools. It provides a transparent user work environment, independent of the operating system and hardware. It allows the user to access the Virtual Reactor application components, Grid and local resources from remote computers, to run applications, manage data files, and store personal settings, independent of the location or the terminal type. In addition, there is a set of performance analysis components such as OCM-G and G-PM [18] that can be used to monitor and fine-tune the performance of the parallel distributed simulations.

In this architecture, program executions are performed using the Globus job submission capabilities. The parallel solvers use MPICH-G2 as an implementation of the MPI for Grid [35], Globus I/O for inter-process communication and Globus DUROC for resource co-allocation. The Resource Manager in Fig. 6.6 is a component of the DataGrid that has been modified by the CrossGrid project.

This Grid middleware supports different levels of interactivity [36]:

- Interactivity with the Client/Grid System: a user can continuously interact with a Grid client (MD, portal, application GUI, editors, other dedicated clients) without waiting for the conclusion of the jobs already submitted. This interactivity does not need any specialized infrastructure from a Grid testbed point of view.
- One-Way Interactivity with a running application: a user can see the output of the application running on the Grid via the MD client/GUI, synchronously with the application. This interactivity is assured through the infrastructure deployed on the Grid.
- Two-Way Interactivity with the running application: a user via the MD and application GUI can steer the running simulation, either providing some input data on-line as requested by the application or asynchronously, suspending the simulation, changing some input data and resuming it. At the same time, application output data is forwarded to the MD client. This interactivity was implemented using the Condor ByPass (Job Shadow) mechanism [37].

We have incorporated the Virtual Reactor into the Grid using the above described system. We achieved secure Grid access, resource discovery and registration, Grid data transfer, application initialization, editing physical and chemical properties DBs, parameter specification, job submission, distributed simulations and advanced 3D visualization.

We have tested the complete problem-solving environment on a number of tightly coupled clusters as well as on distributed computer systems (the CrossGrid and Russian-Dutch Grid testbeds), where separate modules of the PSE (databases, archives, computational core, visualization kernel and the user interface) were located and operating at different sites.
6.3 Conclusions

The Virtual Reactor was implemented on the Grid and tested against different testbed configurations. We achieved secure Grid access, resource discovery and registration, Grid data transfer, application initialization, editing physical and chemical properties DBs, parameter specification, job submission, distributed simulations and advanced 3D visualization. The foremost conclusion of the presented work is that the core parallel solver can be efficiently exploited on clusters with high-speed interconnects within the RDG environment. The other components of the Virtual Reactor (loosely coupled or fully decoupled) can be distributed across the other Grid resources, thus maximizing the overall efficiency of the whole application.

In addition to the High Performance Computing considerations discussed here, there are at least two more ‘performance’ aspects that play a role in such generic PSE’s as the Virtual Reactor. One is that we might want to run a large set of simulations with slightly different parameters. Here systems like Nimrod and Condor can play an important role. Another ‘performance’ qualifier is given by the relative ease of setting up a computer simulation experiment in the first place as well as the repetition of such experiments. This requires intuitive methods to dynamically streamline the underpinning processes depending on their availability, their reliability, and the specific interests of chemists, engineers, researchers, and other end users. Scientific workflows, in which a workflow language expresses the flow of data and action from one step to another, provide one option for capturing such methods (see for instance [38,39]). Recently these types of experimental environments have drawn lots of attention. There are even efforts on the way to combine
parameter sweep systems (like Nimrod) with advanced workflow systems like Kepler or the VLe [Virtual Laboratory for e-Science Bsik project [40], see for instance [41]. Although these emerging technologies are very promising, further implementation of it in the PSE described here is out of scope of this thesis and can be considered as future work.
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